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Granovetter'stheoryon thestrength
ofweak tiesmotivateshypotheseson the
networks
of adolescents.
natureof suicidal thoughtsin thefriendship
diffusive
Health, theef
Using data fromtheNational LongitudinalStudyofAdolescent
suicide on thesuicidal thoughts
of re
attempting
fectsof friends-of-friends
permitsa testof theweak
spondentsare estimated.
A focusonfriends-of-friends
by
linkedtofriends-offriends
ties thesisbecause respondentsare indirectly
weak and used as bridges.Resultsfor "at
"open ties" thatare bothstructurally
risk" respondents-orthosewith certainbehaviors,statuses,and experiences
thatcreate psychological predispositions to suicide-are consistentwith
Granovetter
ofweak ties
s theory
and thusrevealthe"darkside " of thestrength
as at-riskrespondents
aremore likelytoseriouslythink
about committing
sui
forpast suicidal
cide when a friend-of-a-friend
attemptssuicide,controlling
and attemptsbyfriends,family,and studentsin the
thoughts
by therespondent
are also
Barriers todiffusion
respondent's
school,amongothercontrolfactors.
considered.
In an effort to refine the sociological per
thosewho seriouslythinkabout committing
spectiveon suicide,contemporary
researchers suicide,somemake successful
orunsuccessful

argue

that suicide

is subject

to diffusion

attempts. Both steps are more

likely to occur

processes(BallerandRichardson2002;Bollen forat-riskindividuals,
or personspsychologi
and Phillips 1982; Gould and Shaffer1986;
callypredisposedto suicide(Joiner
2005). In
Phillips 1974; PhillipsandCarstensen1986;
an effort to extend the literature on the diffu
Stack1987,1994).The diffusion
of suicidein
volves two steps.First,successfulor unsuc sive nature of suicide, we assess the role played
cessfulsuicideattempts
may generateserious by weak ties in the first step of this diffusion
suicidal thoughtsin others.Second, among process.We also determine
if thepresenceof
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certain risk factors strengthens theprocess and
thepresenceof thesetiesusingtheintransitiv
exist.
whetherbarrierstodiffusion
ity index (Bearman and Moody 2004). Scores
In his theoryon weak ties,Granovetter on this index increaseas respondents
have
to theDurkheimiantradi more open ties or more friends-of-friends.
(1973) contributes
how social tiesproducein Second,becauseof theirsuperiorrange,
weak
tionbyconsidering
in largecollectivities.
Weak tiesac
ties are capable of diffusing outside informa
tegration
tionthatincreasesintegration.
This counter
cess information that is distal in social space,
whichwould of
for vailingincreasetointegration,
createsopportunities
and thisinformation
isa centralin
compo tendecreasesuicidaltendencies,
participation,
which is an important
Researchhas shown sightof Granovetter's(1973) work. Finally,
nentof social integration.
transmitted
acrossweak ties
thatweak ties are useful for spreading infor when information
containssuicidal content,imitativesuicidal
mation about job openings, and such tiesmay
tendenciesmay result,revealingthe "dark
also contribute to the diffusion of suicidal
has notbeen test side" of the strengthof weak ties and the inte
thoughts,
but thatpossibility
ed (Granovetter1983, 1995; Yakubovich grationtheycreate.
We testhypotheses
network
usingfriendship
2005).
data from theNational Longitudinal Study of
Using a structural approach to the study of
toas "Add
social networks, we define weak ties as open AdolescentHealth (widelyreferred
ties.An open tie links a respondent to a friend Health"). We estimate the impact of the num
attempting
suicidebe
who has one or more friends who are not berof friends-of-friends
In otherwords, fore wave one on the wave-two suicidal
with therespondent.
friends
open ties are ties located next to openings in

and
thatexistbetweenrespondents
thenetwork
concep
This isa reasonable
friends-of-friends.

thoughts
of respondents,
controllingfor the

wave-one
wave-one

suicidal thoughtsof respondents and
attempts by friends, students in the

tualization of tie weakness for two reasons.
First, compared to closed ties that link individ
uals who share the same set of friends, open
ties provide less social insulation to respon
dents. Second, these ties are capable of trans

respondent's
school,and family
members.The

available to respondents, namely, information
We test the strengthof
about friends-of-friends.
weak ties by estimating the effects of the num
ber of friends-of-friendsattempting suicide on

and behaviorally at risk for suicide, we exam
ine the conditioning effects of a "risk" index
that indicates behaviors, experiences, and sta
tuses that create the acquired ability to self

result is an estimate of the amount of diffusion
thatoccurs across theopen or structurallyweak

linkfriends-of-friends
tore
tiesthatindirectly

spondents. Given

that diffusion across weak

thatis not immediately tiesshouldonlyoccur forpersonscognitively
mittinginformation

The
the suicidal thoughtsof respondents.

bothof
harmand perceivedburdensomeness,

creasing suicidal tendencies (Bearman 1991;
Pescosolido 1994; Stack 1994). We control for

indicated
by reciprocity
(Friedkin
1980,1982),

strengthof weak ties can be established in this which may increase susceptibility to the type
manner because, by definition,friends-of of diffusion studied here (Joiner 2005). Finally,
by we attempt to identify barriers to diffusion
linkedtorespondents
friends
are indirectly
across weak ties for at-risk adolescents.
open ties.We rely on differential association
and social learning theories, and insights from
THE STRENGTH
OF WEAK
TIES
psychology to describe the diffusion process,
and we speculate that information about the
Granovetter (1973) argues that "those to
reaches whom we are weakly tied are more likely to
of friends-of-friends
suicideattempts
and influencesrespondentsthroughgossip move in circles different fromour own and will
thus have access to information different from
spread by friends (Akers 1994; Sutherland,
thatwhich we receive" (p. 1371). In structural
Cressey, and Luckenbill 1992; Tarde 1903).
perspective terms, then,weak ties are more likely to be
Relyingon thesocialnetworks
allows us to illustrate three complexities that bridges than strong ties.Bridges link individu
als to contacts who have access to outside in
likely characterize the relationship between in
and suicidaltendencies
(Pescosolido formation. This feature of weak ties, namely,
tegration
their superior range, makes them integrative.
1994). First, themere presence of weak ties is
disintegrating because such ties are less insu While prior tests of Granovetter's theorymea
sured tie strengthbased on relational quality, as
lating and less supportive than strong ties, in
intimacy (Bian

1997; Yakubovich
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time together (Bellair 1997; Feld 1997), we re
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pose of our analysis, friends located between

ofnetwork respondentsand friends-of-friends
lyon tieopenness a characteristic
sustain
bothconceptualize
structure-to
and estimate such relationships. Returning to Figure 1, the
the role of weak ties in the diffusion of suicidal
thoughts.' Such an approach is reasonable be
cause open ties are structurallyweak and used

absence of a tie between A and D can be con
sidered a structural hole, and B sustains rela
tionships that span the hole.2 Given B's loca
as bridges.
tion next to a structural hole, B should have
Open ties are structurallyweak because they more information thanA or D, all else being
provide less social insulation and support to in
equal. Burt (2004) states his position succinct
dividuals,resultingindiminishedintegration ly: "people who stand near theholes in a social
and regulation. With respect to integration, structure are at a higher risk of having good
friendsand respondents
linkedby open ties ideas" (p. 349). The central argument of our
spendless timetogether
because friends
may paper is that such persons also have greater ac
have to split their time between respondents
cess to "bad ideas." The fact thatB is located
and friends-of-friendswho either do not know
next to a structuralhole gives B the opportuni
each other well or do not get along. Consider
ty to bridge the friendship groups of A and D.
Figure 1 from the point of view of A, where B
IfD attempts suicide, B may act as a vector of
and C are friends and D is a friend-of-a-friend. transmission
anddiffuseinformation
aboutD's
The AB tie is open because A and B have a
attempt toA, increasing the chances of serious
nonmutual friend,D, while theAC tie is closed
suicidal thoughtsby A.
because all of C's friends are also friendswith
As a finaljustification
forconceptualizing
A. In general, person B will divide her timebe
weak ties as open ties, consider that inhis book
tweenA and D, resulting in less time and inte Getting a Job,Granovetter (1995) explains that

gration for A (Durkheim [1897] 1951;
Pescosolido1994;PescosolidoandGeorgianna

1989). Due to the closed AC tie,when B iswith
C she can simultaneously spend timewith A,
causing no drop in integration forA. Regarding

regulation,
Bearman's(1991)workcanbe used

to argue thatopen ties generate normative con
flicts,as the individuals involved spend at least
some time in separate social circles thatmay
endorse differentnorms. Using Figure 1,A will
be less regulated by B because B spends at
least some time in an outside group, namely
the friendship group that contains D, and this

tieweakness, in the relational sense, ismerely
a proxy for tie openness in his theory:
Ideally one would want tomake this dis
tinction[between a weak tie and a strong
tie] according towhetherone's friendhad a
substantialnumberof ties to individualsone
did not know,orwas mostly tied to thesame
people as one's self.The strengthof tie is
merely an indicatorof this,butmay be use
ful since it is generally impracticalto col
lect thenecessary detailed social network
data. (P. 61)
Data

contained inAdd Health allow us to

fromthose identify
groupmay endorsenormsdifferent
friends-of-friends
who are indirectly

endorsed by A's friendship group, resulting in
less normative consensus in the network capa
ble of preventing suicidal tendencies in A

(PescosolidoandGeorgianna1989). In spiteof

their structuralweaknesses, open ties are often
used as bridges to spread outside information,
and that information is integrative.

Burt's(1992,2004)workon structural
holes

is useful forunderstanding why open ties oper
ate as bridges. Individuals who sustain rela

linked to respondents by open ties.3Should the
suicide attempts of friends-of-friendsaffect the

suicidal thoughts
of respondents,
the struc
turallyweak ties that indirectly link them can
be implicated in the diffusion process. The
availability of data like those provided by Add

Health compels researchersto testGrano
vetter's ideas using a structural approach.

DIFFERENTIAL ASSOCIATION AND
tionships
across structural
holes receive
more SOCIAL LEARNING THEORIES
information than thosewho do not. For thepur
The theories
of differential
associationand

FIGURE

1. Hypothetical Friendship Network
B

A

/

C

D

social learning can be relied upon to anticipate

thediffusion
of suicidal thoughts
across the
friendship
networks
of adolescents.Inhis dif
ferential
associationtheory,
Sutherland
argues
that associations with others and exposure to
their attitudes can affect the adoption of those
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attitudesor definitions(Sutherlandet al.

tempting
suicidewill be smallerthanthose
producedby friends.
can be expectedto
diffusion
accordingto Sutherland:evaluative While friends-of-friends
and technical.
Evaluativeinformation
affects be less influential than friends, the logic of
theorysuggeststhattheformer
the acceptabilityof behaviorand attitudes, Granovetter's
controlling
fortheimpact
of
while technicalinformation
pertains to the will be influential,
because friends-of-friends
outnum
abilityto implement
behaviorand rationalize the latter,
for
most adolescents;therefore,
the
thoughts
and attitudes.
Sutherland
also argued ber friends
of suicideattempts
available
thatassociationsand communications
highon potentialreservoir
intensity,
duration,
and frequency
are to ignitediffusionshouldbe largeramong
priority,
friends-of-friends
thanfriends.
The abilityto
most likelytoproducediffusion.
1992). Two kinds of information are relevant to

Akers's

(1994)

social

learning theory is a

access

this larger reservoir makes weak

ties

strong,integrative,
and,in thiscontext,
poten
valuableextensionof Sutherland'stheory
be
tially
damaging.
cause itincorporates
theconceptsof imitation
and vicarious reinforcement tomore fully ac

count for diffusionand social influence. GOSSIP AS A MECHANISM
An interestingfeatureof our focus on
Imitation
involvesthecopyingof another's
be
havior
occur
ments
model

or ideas, and imitation ismore likely to
in the presence of vicarious reinforce
that result when an individual sees a
rewarded for the model's behavior or

ideas.Researchon juveniledelinquency
pro
vides strongsupportforthesetheories
(Haynie

2001, 2002; Matsueda
1982; Matsueda
and
Anderson 1998; Warr and Stafford 1991), and
we suggest that they are well suited to explain

ingthediffusion
of suicidalthoughts.
Exposure

to news of suicide attempts by

friends
or friends-of-friends
may increasethe

friends-of-friends is that it allows us to specu
late on how gossip diffuses suicidal thoughts

(Granovetter
1983). Using thehypothetical
friendship
networkdepictedinFigure 1,we

suggest thatB is likely to gossip with A about
D for at least two reasons. First, A does not
know D verywell, if at all,making information
about D novel and potentially interesting toA.
Second, the odds thatA will tellD thatD was
the subject of gossip spread by B is remote be
cause A and D are not friends and are therefore

less likelyto communicate
(Boissevain1974;

Burt and Knez 1995). Avoiding detection by
acceptability of suicide and spread rationaliza
the subjects of gossip is important to producers
tions and techniques that are likely to accom
of gossip because gossip is a violation of trust
pany serious suicidal thoughts. Exposure to
between subjects and producers (Bergmann
such news also creates opportunities for imita
1993). Of course, gossip about D may reach A
tion, and if an adolescent perceives thenews of via the closed AC tie,but itmust firstbe passed
a suicide attempt by a friend or a friend-of-a
along the other open ties that link A to D,
friend as attention for the person attempting namely, BD and thenBC. These points suggest
suicide-a
type of vicarious reinforcement
that efforts to spread novel gossip and avoid
serious suicidal thoughts become more likely. detection by the subjects of gossip should
These processes may explain, in general, why
cause gossip to be shared across open ties, and
suicide attempts by friends and friends-of
empirical work finds that gossip is, indeed,
friendsproduce suicidal thoughtsin respon spread across such ties (Burt and Knez 1995;
dents; however, the processes are likely to be Weimann 1983).4 If we find that suicide at
different in some respects when news of a sui
tempts by friends-of-friends are positively re
cide attempt refers to a friend versus a friend
lated to suicidal thoughts in respondents, and if
our theorizing on the role of gossip is correct,
of-a-friend.
Using Sutherland'sconcepts,informationsuch a resultwould suggest thatboth the sub
jects and receivers of gossip are potentially
about friends-of-friendsshould be perceived as
less intense and received with less frequency harmed by gossip.
to information about friends.
compared
TIES TO
ACROSS WEAK
Furthermore, the increased social distance that DIFFUSION
separates respondents and friends-of-friends AT-RISK ADOLESCENTS
diminishes opportunities for imitation and vic
Anyone can casually thinkabout committing
arious reinforcement.These points suggest that suicide, but the serious consideration of it,
which is the focus of our study, should be more
the diffusive effects of friends-of-friends at
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likely to happen to persons who are cognitive
ly and behaviorally at risk for suicide. Joiner
(2005) explains that the ability to self-harm,
acquired in accord with principles of behav
ioral psychology, is a necessary condition for
suicide, as it entails greater pain tolerance and
diminished fear of physical danger. Behaviors
such as heavy drinking and participation in

ly related to the presence of wave-two sui

cidal thoughts
amongat-riskrespondents.
mea
H2: Traditional
of integration
dimensions
sured at wave one and thewave-one num

suicide
berof friends-of-friends
attempting
will negatively interact as they affect the

presenceof wave-two suicidal thoughts
amongat-riskrespondents.

fights,
andexperiences
suchas rapevictimiza

tion, likely contribute to the ability to self
harm. Joiner also argues that perceived bur

DATA
when individuals
densomeness-whichresults
as liabilitiestosignificantSample
think
of themselves
others-and thepsychologicaldistressthis Add Health data are well suited to the study
thinking
createsare cognitiveriskfactorsfor of diffusion because they reflect fairly com
can result plete friendshipnetworkswithin schools.
suicide.Perceivedburdensomeness
fromstigmatizing
statuses,such as same-sex Junior high and high school students were
attraction and obesity, thatmay be thought to

asked to name their five closest male friends
and five closest female friends in the in-school
survey.These nominations allow the surveys of
Watson, and Miller 2006; Phelan 2005). The
when combined friends in the same school to be linked togeth
presenceof theseriskfactors,
with news of a friend-of-a-friend
attemptinger for the purpose of network analysis. Of the
13,570students
ingradesseventhrough
twelve
suicide, may be sufficient to generate serious
in respondents.
suicidalthoughts
Conversely, who completed theAdd Health in-home survey
individuals
who lack theseriskfactorsshould and had a wave-two sample weight, we study
be immune to diffusion.We test the extent to those in the saturated sample forwhom the in
which theserisk factorsfacilitatediffusion school and in-home surveys could be linked (N
= 2,654). The saturated sample, which refers to
across weak ties.
schools where an attemptwas made to in-home
survey every student in the school, is examined
BARRIERS TO DIFFUSION ACROSS
because a greater proportion of friends-of
WEAK TIES
Traditionaldimensionsof integration
may friends in this sample completed a wave-one
preventdiffusion
acrossweak ties to at-risk in-home survey than in the larger sample, al
lowing us tomore accurately measure the sui
adolescents. The following eight factorsmay

"rub off" on significantothers (Corrigan,

cide attempts
of friends-of-friends
using their
reports
(Marsden
and
Friedkin
1993).
There
restraint,
tiestoothers,resources,
and self-es
are fifteen schools in the study data. The in
teem,
while reducing
strain,
negativeemotions,
which friendship
nomi
and perceivedburdensomeness:
(1) employ school surveys,from
act as barriers because theyproduce normative

ment in the summer; (2) employment in the nations have been drawn, were completed be
tween September 1994 and April 1995. The
school year; (3) participation in active sports;
wave-one and wave-two in-home surveys, used
(4) hanging out with friends; (5) church atten
tomeasure all other study variables, were com

dance; (6)Catholic-denominational
affiliation;
(7) length of current residence; (8) and the

pletedbetweenApril andDecemberof 1995

presenceof marriedparents(Agnew 1992; and between April and August of 1996, respec
Hirschi 1969; Joiner2005; Leff andWarner tively(Harris2008).
2006;Merton 1938).We considerthepossibil
DependentVariable
ity that these factors prevent the typeof diffu
The dependentvariable,suicidalthoughts,
sionstudiedhere.
HYPOTHESES
We testthefollowing
hypotheses:
HI:

The wave-one

number of friends-of

friends
attempting
suicidewill be positive

was measured during the wave-two in-home
survey and is based on the following: "During
the past 12 months, did you ever seriously

thinkaboutcommitting
suicide?"Affirmative

responses are scored 1, and negative responses
are scored 0.
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Attempting errorsforrespondent
FriendsandFriends-of-Friends
delinquency
and friends'
Suicide
arepositively
correlated,
suggest
delinquency
over-orunderreport
when respondents
effects
of ingthat
Tomore fullyisolatethediffusive
suicide it is im their own behavior they do the same for their
attempting
friends-of-friends
portant to control for friends attempting sui

friends (also see Regnerus 2002). Our use of

which may lead to theoverestimation of the ef

duce social desirability effects thatmight have

and friends-of-friends
al
of friends
We analyzea sent-or-received
friendship thereports
cide.5
measurement
is linked leviatesthissourceof systematic
network,
meaningthattherespondent
self-inter
to a student if the respondent nominated the error.Second, computer-assisted
in
in-home
survey
viewing
used
Add
Health's
student as a friend or if the student nominated
and
friends-of-friends
to
report
allowed
friends
Proceedingin this
therespondent
as a friend.
information
into
laptop
comput
their
sensitive
fashionis desirablebecause relianceon sent
causeus ers so that interviewers could not see their re
would undoubtedly
onlynominations
sponses. The use of this technology should re
to count some friendsas friends-of-friends,
to lie
Our studynetwork caused friendsand friends-of-friends
fectsof friends-of-friends.
Third,
using
Add
about
their
suicide
attempts.
da
nonmissing
who provided
referstostudents
ta on the wave-one measure of suicide at
tempts, and had at least one friend (N =

with no friendsare in
3,208).6Respondents
cluded in our sample, but they are excluded
from the network used tomeasure the suicide

The
of friends
and friends-of-friends.
attempts
average numbers of friends and friends-of
friends in this network are 5.76 and 24.65, re

Health

it is impossible tomeasure

the suicide

of friends-of-friends
usingthereports
attempts
of respondents
because respondents
were not
Furthermore,
asked about friends-of-friends.
even the reports of friends, from the point of
view of a respondent, could not be used for this
purpose because the reports of friends do not

of re
betweenthesuicideattempts
distinguish
For
and thoseof friends-of-friends.
The adjacencymatrixuponwhich spondents
spectively.

this network is based was constructed in Stata
and imported into
8.0 (StataCorp 2003)
SpaceStat 1.80 (Anselin 1995) to compute the

these reasons, we measure

the numbers of

attempting
sui
friends
and friends-of-friends

cide in the 12 months before wave one using
at their reports. The question on attempts is,
numbersof friendsand friends-of-friends
We sometimes
studysubsets "[d]uring thepast 12 months, how many times
tempting
suicide.
of at-risk respondents, but their scores on the did you actually attempt suicide?" Responses
= "no attempts"
network measures refer to all of their friends were dichotomized so that 0
=
1
"one
or
more
As can be seen
and
attempts."
and friends-of-friends, even those not at risk
the
number
of friends
in
Appendix
A,
average
forsuicide.
It can be reasonably argued that reports of who attempted suicide is .206,with aminimum
of 0 and a maximum of 4, meaning that some
respondents should be used tomeasure the sui
cide attempts of friends and friends-of-friends respondents had as many as four friendswho
attempted suicide. The mean and maximum for
because behaviors of othersmay only affect re
the friends-of-friendsmeasure are .863 and 8,
In
aware
are
of
them.
if
respondents
spondents
respectively. The larger mean and maximum
addition, the reports of respondents may be
for friends-of-friends are well anticipated by
more valid than the reports of others if social
Granovetter's
theory.Weak ties are influential
desirability causes others to lie about theirown
individuals tomore infor
because
expose
they
suicide attempts. These points justify past re
mation.
search that relied exclusively on the reports of

tomeasurethesuicidaltendencies
respondents

of friends (Bearman and Moody 2004; Hagan
and Foster 2001; Liu 2006; Thorlindsson and
Bjarnason 1998). We depart frompast practice
and measure the suicide attempts of friends
and friends-of-friendsusing their reports.
Proceeding in thismanner is desirable for at
least three reasons. First, in their analysis of
delinquency, Matsueda and Anderson (1998)
find thatwhen reports of respondents are used
tomeasure friends' delinquency, measurement

Intransitivity Index
To further isolate the effects of diffusion
across open ties,we control for the intransitiv
ity index thatmeasures themere presence of
such ties (for details see Bearman and Moody
2004). Respondents with more open ties, pro
ducing more friends-of-friends, score higher
on this index. The same sent-or-received
friendship network (N = 3,208) used tomea
sure friends and friends-of-friends attempting
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suicide was used tomeasure

267

times." Frequency of church attendance in the
prior 12 months is reverse-scored as follows: 0
= "never" to 3 = "once a week or more."
Risk Index
Catholic-denominational affiliation is scored 1
forCatholics and 0 for all other respondents.
The risk index includes factors thatmay cre
The
analysis includes years lived in one's cur
ate cognitive and behavioral predispositions to
rent residence. Finally, we include two mea
suicide, and we suggest that these factors facil
sures of hours worked forpay in a typicalweek
itate diffusion. The index is the sum of the fol
during the summer and nonsummer months.
lowing five standardized variables that have
been linked to suicide ideation inpast research: We describe the presence of married parents,

index.

the intransitivity

possiblebarrier,
below.
heavydrinking,fighting,
rapevictimization,another

same-sex attraction, and obesity (Bearman and
Moody
2004; Ferrada-Noli, Asberg,
and
Ormstad 1998; Grant and Hasin 1999; Kandel,
Raveis, and Davies
1991; Noell and Ochs
2001). When this index is used in the analysis,

OtherControls

We include a number of controls thatappear
in the literatureon suicidal thoughts (Bearman
andMoody 2004). The presence of suicide at
inconcert
withamultiplicative
terminvolving tempts by a familymember in the 12 months
the index, the separate items used to create it before wave one, scored 1= yes and 0 = no, is
are dropped from themodel. When the index is based on thequestion, "[h]ave any of your fam
not included in a model, the five separate items
ilymembers tried to kill themselves during the
are included. Heavy drinking is measured by past 12 months?" The number of students at
the question, "[o]ver the past 12 months, on
tempting
suicideintherespondent's
schoolbe
how many days have you gotten drunk or 'very, fore wave one is included. This number is
very high' on alcohol?" The measure is re
based on the sample sized 2,654, minus re
verse-scored as follows: 0 = "never" to 6 =
spondents with missing data on themeasure of
"every day or almost every day." Participation wave-one attempts (N = 2,625). We control for
in fights scored 0 = "never" to 2 = "more
this variable in order to partially account for
thanonce"-is
based on how often the respon
unmeasured features of schools.7 Gun avail
dent "got into a physical fight" in the prior 12
ability scored 1 = yes and 0 = no-is based

months.Femalerespondents
were askedabout

rape victimization, scored 1 = yes and 0 = no,
using the question, "[w]ere you ever physical
ly forced to have sexual intercourse against
your will?" For male respondents, we substi
tute the value of 0 on this variable and control
for sex of the respondent (see Allison 2002,
note 4). Homosexual attraction is scored 1 =
yes and 0 = no, and is derived from the re
spondent's sex and answers to the following
question: "[h]ave you ever had a romantic at
traction to a female/male?" We use the body
mass index as a measure of obesity; thismea

on the question, "[i]s a gun easily available to
you inyour home?" We include thepresence of

serioussuicidalthoughts
by therespondent
be

forewave one; thismeasure is based on the
same question used tomeasure the dependent
variable at wave two.
The analysis controls for a number of demo

graphicvariablesand indicators
of emotion.

Demographic controls include sex (0 = male, 1
= female), race (0 = other races, 1 = whites),
ethnicity (0 = other ethnicities, 1 = Hispanics
or Latinos), and age (years). The frequencies of
depression, self esteem, and feeling like a fail
sureis computedby dividingtherespondent'sure in theprior week are based on the follow
weightinkilograms
by therespondent's
height ing: (1) "You felt depressed"; (2) "[y]ou felt
inmeters-squared.
that you were just as good as other people";
and (3) "[y]ou thought your life had been a
Barriers toDiffusion
failure." These measures are scored 0 = "never
We determine ifmore traditionalmeasures
or rarely" to 3 = "most or all of the time."

of integration
toadolescents
prevent
diffusion

who score higher on the risk index (Baller and

The analysiscontrolsfortwocharacteristics

of parents. Parent questionnaires were admin

Richardson2002;Breault1986).The frequen istered
while respondents
completedthecom
cies of participation in active sports and hang
puter-assisted
self-interview
duringthewave
ing out with friends in the prior week are con
one in-homeinterview.
One parentcompleted
sidered using separate measures, and both are
thequestionnaireforeach respondent,
and
scored 0 = "not at all" to 3 = "five or more

mothers were more

likely to participate than
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fathers.Parental marital status is indicated by a
dummy variable scored 1 formarried parents
and 0 for others.Married parents may prevent

are nested
"strata"option.Third,respondents
in schools, and we deal with thisby controlling
for a school identifier using the "psu" option.

are examined,
of theparent Finally,subsetsof respondents
Educationalattainment
diffusion.
is indicatedby fourmutuallyex so cases have been selected using dummy vari
respondent
graduate ables and the "subpop" option, where the pop
variables:high-school
clusivedummy
ulationequals 13,570.
or equivalent, business or trade or vocational
school after high school, some college, and

education Missing Data
college graduateor post-graduate
(with less thanhigh-schoolgraduatesin the
Listwise deletion is used to deal with miss
Descriptivestatis ingdata.Listwisedeletionis reasonableinthis
category).
omittedreference
tics for all study variables are shown in case becausemissingnesson our independent
AppendixA.8
variables is not related to thewave-two suicidal
thoughts
of respondents
(Allison2002).To test
METHODS
this,we created a dummy variable scored 1 for
the570 respondents
with somemissing data
LongitudinalResearchDesign
Controlling for the dependentvariable
lagged in time partially remedies selection and
endogeneity effects thatmay create a spurious

at
association between friends-of-friends
of
suicideand thesuicidalthoughts
tempting

and 0 for the other 2,084 respondents. The
sample size for this analysis is 2,628 instead of

hadmissingda
2,654because26 respondents

ta on the wave-two measure of suicidal
thoughts.The dummy variable is not related to

of respondents,
thewave-twosuicidalthoughts
controllingfor the design effectsof Add
2003). Concernsover selectionare also par Health. The listwise-deleted
sample size is
tiallyremediedby our focuson friends-of 2,084.
friends,which reduces the "birds of a feather"
nor
haveneitherfriends
Some respondents
and friends-of friends-of-friends in our sample (N = 171 of
problembecause respondents
respondents (Land and Deane

1992; Mouw

friends have not "flocked together."The time
lag of the dependent variable also adjusts the
analysis forunmeasured stable causes of suici
dal thoughts, such as biochemical predisposi

tions.

While these benefits of controlling for the
time lag of the dependent variable are certain
ly important for estimating diffusion, doing so
causes other effects to be underestimated. This
is especially true for variables that do not
change, or change very little,over time. For in
stance, any effects of race will be underesti
mated due to the inclusion of the time lag of the
dependent variable. Because of this, only ef
fects relevant to hypothesized processes are

below.
presented

did not participatein
instances,respondents
their
eliminating
opportu
thein-schoolsurvey,

nity to send nominations. Missing

values on

and friends-of-friends
thenumbersof friends

attempting suicide, and the intransitivityindex
have been set to 0. To assess the consequences
of these imputations and participation in the in
school survey, sets of dummy variables reflect
ing each were added to themodels shown be
low, and in no case does their inclusion affect
our results; therefore,we exclude them from

theanalysis.

AnalyticalStrategy

Estimation
When

2,084), while others have friends but no
friends-of-friends (N = 12 of 2,084). In some

analyzing data fromAdd Health,

a

We firstestimate a model of the full sample
(N = 2,084) that includes a multiplicative term
involving the risk index and the number of

numberof designeffectsshouldbe controlled friends-of-friends
suicide.Should
attempting

(Chantala and Tabor 1999). The "svylogit" rou
tine in Stata 8.0 has been used to estimate the
models presented below (StataCorp 2003).
First, to enhance the representativeness of our
analysis, we employ sample weights fromwave
two using the "pweight" option and theweight
"gswgt2." Second, thevariable "region" is con
trolled as a stratification variable using the

the interaction be positive and significant, hy
pothesis one would be allowed to stand. In a
second model, we determine if the effect of

suicideis signif
friends-of-friends
attempting
icantly different from zero among at-risk re
spondents. "At-risk" respondents are the 1,300
respondents with thehighest scores on the risk
index. The size of this subset was selected be
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power, analyses not shown indicate that fighting is
cause itprovidesenhancedstatistical
conducivetodiffusion,
controlling
of friends-of-friends
particularly
while revealingtheeffect
for the other items in the index.As can be seen

one. Finally, to test hy

suggested by model

thenum inmodel two of Table 1, the effect of friends
pothesistwo,producttermsinvolving
suicide of-friends
ber of friends-of-friends
attempting
suicide is positiveand
attempting
and themore traditionalmeasures of integra
fromzero forrespon
significantly
different
tionwere added one at a time to themodel of

dents in the at-risk subset. These results allow

product termshave been mean-centered.

themodels of Table 1. Given the significant
stability in suicidal thoughts over time, the in
clusion of the time lag of the dependent vari
able is clearly important.The effectof the time

theat-risksubset.A negativeand significant hypothesis
one tostand.
interaction
in thefinalmodelwould allowhy
the
The respondent's
past suicidalthoughts,
pothesis two to stand, as it relates to thepartic
sui
intransitivity
index,and friends
attempting
Variables involvedin cideproducepositiveand significant
ularbarrierinquestion.
effectsin
RESULTS
models of
Table 1 presentssurvey-logistic
withJoiner's
(2005) argument
thepresenceof wave-twosuicidal thoughts. lag isconsistent
thatpast suicidal tendenciesenhancesubse
Model
one shows that the risk index and
suicidepositively quentones,or theso-called"crescendo"effect,
attempting
friends-of-friends
and significantlyinteract.Supplementary in accord with principles of cognitive and be
TABLE

1. Survey-LogisticModels ofWave 2 Suicidal Thoughts
Full sample

At-risksubseta

Wave I predictors

(N= 2,084)

(N= 1,300)

(N= 1,300)

Suicidal thoughts

1.991***
(.295)
.040
(.052)
.628***
(.183)
1.208***
(.342)

1.851***
(.323)
.140***
(.037)
.913***
(.268)
1.246*
(.621)

1.910***
(.319)
.144***
(.037)
.963***
(.252)
1.272*
(.638)

Numberof friends-of-friends
who attempted
suicide
Numberof friends
who attempted
suicide
Intransitivity
Index
Main effects
involvedin interactions
Risk indexb
Hoursworkedforpay in
a typicalsummer
week

.053*
(.031)
-.004
(.010)

Aggravating
effect
of riskfactors
Numberof friends-of-friends
who
attempted
suicideX Risk index

.041*
(.021)

N.I.

N.I.

N.I.

N.I.

-.014*
(.007)

Barrier todiffusion
Numberof friends-of-friends
who
attempted
suicideX Hoursworked

N.I.

N.I.

-.017*
(.009)

-.010
(.009)

for pay in a typical summer week

F (df)

5.58** (3,128)

17.79***(2,128)

17.10*** (3,128)

* <
p
.05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001 (one-tailed tests)
a
The at-risk subset refers to the 1,300 respondents with the highest values on the risk index.

bTheriskindexis thesumof thefollowing
standardized
variables:participation
inphysicalfights,
homosexualattrac
tion,bodymass index,getting
drunk,and forcedsexualintercourse.
The indexisnot includedinthesecondand third
models shownabove,but thesefiveseparateitemsare includedinthose
models.
Note: The tablepresentssurvey-logistic
regression
coefficients
and standard
errorsinparentheses.
"N.I." standsfornot
included.
The F statistics
testthejointnullhypothesis
thattheeffects
of friends
attempting
suicide,friends-of-friends
attempting suicide, and the included interaction term,where appropriate, are zero. All models also control for an inter
cept and the following wave 1 predictors: suicide attempt by a family member, suicide attempts by students in the re

spondent's
school,depression,
self-esteem,
failure,sex,race,Hispanic/Latino
ethnicity,
age,participation
inactive
sports,
hangingoutwith friends,
churchattendance,
Catholic,hoursworkedforpay ina typical
non-summer
week,
length
of residence,
gunavailability
inhome,and theparentrespondent's
maritalstatusand educationalattainment.
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of theintransi ing friendsattempting
The effect
suicide is controlled.
havioralpsychology.
pro
involving
attempts
by friends
tivityindexsuggeststhatthemerepresenceof Interactions
weak tiesdiminishesintegrationduce inconsistent effects,which may be due to
structurally
exhibits
and regulation. Finally, the impact of friends thefactthatthemeasure forfriends
mea
lessvariationthanthefriends-of-friends
attempting suicide replicates past work thatdid
powerof tests
not use the reports of friends tomeasure this sure,decreasingthestatistical
theformer.
Increasing
or decreasing
involving
variable.
Friends are clearlymore influentialthan thesizeof theat-risksubsetby50 respondents,
Using resultsfrommodel based on their rank in the risk-index distribu
friends-of-friends.
two, the predictedprobabilityof suicidal tion,does not alter our conclusions.Inter
with the
actionshold when the respondent
thoughts is .049 when no friend attempts sui
variableis
highestvalue on each conditioning
cide and .113 when one friend does, with all
other variables set to theirmeans;

therefore, the

of suicidalthoughtsin
predictedprobability

dropped from the analysis. When

the respon

attempt
dentwith themost friends-of-friends

creases by 132 percent when a friend attempts

ing suicide is dropped from the analysis (this

tempts suicide, and .059 when one friend-of-a

and the interaction inmodel three hold; how
ever, the interaction inmodel one becomes in
significant. The deletion of this case does not
affect the interaction suggested by model one
when it is tested in an alternative fashion that

had eightsuch friends-of-friends)
of suicidal respondent
suicide.The predictedprobability
at theeffectof friends-of-friends
inmodel two
thoughts
is .052whenno friend-of-a-friend
probabili
thepredicted
friend
does; therefore,
ty of suicidal thoughts increases by only 14

sui
attempts
when a friend-of-a-friend
percent
cide.
whenmodel
exist, involvesthresholds.
Specifically,
To determineifbarrierstodiffusion
we furtherstudy the at-risk subset of respon
dents.With one exception, the barrier interac
tions fail to produce effects that are both sig

The loneexceptionin
nificantand consistent.

volves summer employment. As can be seen in
model threeof Table 1, this typeof employment
weakens the aggravating effect of friends-of

two of Table 1 is estimated for respondents
above and below multiple cut-points in the

of friends
distribution,
theeffects
risk-index
suicideare significantly
attempting
of-friends
different in thosemodels, in the expected fash
ion,when this case is dropped from the analy
sis. This case is not an outlier, as there are sev

with sevenfriends-of-friends
suicide.Derivationsshow eral respondents
friendsattempting
that the significant aggravating

effects of

suicideareelim
attempting
friends-of-friends

inated when at-risk adolescents work 23 or
more hours in a typical summer week. Results
not shown indicate thatyounger at-risk respon
dents, those younger than age 16, need only
work 10 hours in a typical summerweek to en
joy the same benefit. On thewhole, our tests
for barriers produce weak support for hypoth
esis two.

Checks
Sensitivity
We have subjected themodels of Table 1 to
a number of sensitivity checks. Effects involv
ing the friends-of-friendsmeasure can be re

estimationisused
whenunweighted
produced
and when imputed data are analyzed (N =
2,628). In some instances, different cut points
in the risk-index distribution are required to
replicate these effects. The pattern of signifi
cant effects shown in Table 1 is reproduced
quite nicely when the unweighted analysis is
restricted to younger white respondents.
Interactions hold when the interaction involv

attempting suicide; therefore, the case should
be retained. These sensitivity checks indicate
thatour results are robust.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The

effects of the number of friends-of

friendsattemptingsuicide on the suicidal
thoughtsof respondents have been estimated to
assess the role played by weak ties in the diffu
sion of suicidal thoughts. Such a focus on
friends-of-friendsprovides a faithful testof the
weak ties thesis because respondents are indi

rectlylinkedtofriends-of-friends
by open ties

that are both structurally weak and used as
bridges (Granovetter 1973, 1983, 1995). We re
lied on the theories of differential association,
social learning, structuralholes, and principles
of cognitive and behavioral psychology to an
ticipate diffusion across weak ties. Results in
dicate that the number of friends-of-friendsat
tempting suicide is positively related to subse
quent suicidal thoughts in "at-risk" respon
dents, where risk is a function of heavy drink
ing, fighting, rape victimization, same-sex at
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cents. Younger at-risk respondents need only
such hours to reap the same benefit. This
protective effectmay be driven by the fact that
for the respondent's prior suicidal thoughts and
thepresenceof suicideattempts
by friends, employment provides resources that close the
traction, and obesity. Given that the effects of

are found
while controlling 10
friends-of-friends

intherespondent's
family,
and students
school, gap between expectationsand aspirations,
theycontribute to the literatureon thediffusive while reducing
perceivedburdensomeness
and
nature of suicide and to the empirical literature psychologicaldistress(Agnew 1992; Joiner
on Granovetter's theory thathad previously ne
glected the role of weak ties in the spread of

suicidalthoughts.

Our results that pertain to diffusion across

in
weak tiescouldbe interpreted,
erroneously
our view, to conclude thatweak ties are entire

lydisintegrative.
Such an interpretation
is in

correct because as weak ties transmit informa

tion,evenharmfulinformation,
theirintegra
tive nature is revealed; therefore,and ironical

ly,thediffusive
effectsstimulated
by thebe
haviors of friends-of-friends
found in our
analysis are supportive of the Durkheimian
perspective on the integrative effects of weak
ties. Past research has shown that information
conveyed across weak ties is often beneficial,
but our results suggest that this information,
which is indeed integrative, can also be detri
mental as itcontributes to the diffusion of sui
cidal tendencies. Our results thus reveal the
"dark side" of the strengthof weak ties and the

integration
theycreate.

We found that friends are more influential
than friends-of-friends,indicating that the the
ories of differential association and social
learning aremore predictive than the theoryof
weak ties.While our results are supportive of
such a conclusion, we are impressed by the fact
that diffusion across weak ties occurs at all.
Such a result suggests that the theories of
Sutherland,Akers, and Granovetter can be use
fully integrated to attain a more complete un
derstanding of diffusion. An integrated ap
proach could emphasize that,while network
ties high on intensityplay a large role in the
process, weak ties also facilitate diffusion due
to their greater range or ability to access out
side information. Since open ties can be con

ceptualizedas manifestations
of Durkheim's
([1893] 1933) organicsolidarity,
we preferto

call for the integration of these theories to
avoid the type of one-sided and negative ap
praisal of Durkheim's concept found in past

work (Wirth1938).

Our analysis revealed thatworking 23 or
more hours in a typical summer week elimi
nates the damaging effects of friends-of
friends attempting suicide for at-risk adoles

2005; Leff and Warner 2006; Merton 1938).
More generally, the analysis of barriers sup
ports thenotion thatemployment, compared to
participation in other institutions, is important
because of the preeminence of the economy in

American culture (Messner and Rosenfeld
2007).Furthermore,
thelackof consistent
pro
tectiveeffectsforschool-year
is
employment

inkeeping with otherwork that finds that sum
mer employment ismore beneficial foradoles
cents than working
in the school year
(Oettinger 1999; Staff and Uggen 2003).
In addition to the protective effects of sum
mer employment, our other results have policy

implications.The aggravatingeffectsof
friends-of-friends
attempting
suicide suggest
thatschool interventions
designedtoprevent

the spread of suicidal tendencies should not be
too narrowly focused on the friendsof individ
uals who attempt suicide (Johnson 1999).
Suicide attempts can have farther-reachingef
fects in the friendship networks of at-risk ado

lescents.

We have suggested thatgossip is a vector of
transmission that allows information about

friends-of-friends
to reach respondents.
The
plausibility of thisvector is enhanced by the lit
erature that finds that gossip is shared across
open ties (Burt and Knez 1995; Weimann
1983). However, this part of our argument
should be assessed in future research that di
rectly examines the suicidal content of gossip
shared across open ties.

Futurework shouldask respondents
who

have seriously thought about committing sui
cide if the attempts of particular friends and

friends-of-friends
played some causal role in

their thinking.The ability to directly attach in
formation flows and influence to specific ties
and sources would be an improvement over our
correlational study and would be more consis
tentwith prior tests of Granovetter's theory.

workshouldconceptualize
Furthermore,
future
and operationalize tieweakness in both struc
tural and relational terms (Haines and Hurlbert

1992).

Future research should also estimate the ef
fects of different types of friends and friends
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theory
Differentialidentification
of-friends.

typically identified in a sociogram. We do
not employ such a method here, but the log
who have char
friends
and friends-of-friends
ic of Burt's theory can be used to anticipate
such
acteristicsincommonwith respondents,
the superior range of open ties, compared to
as age or ethnicity,will be most influential.
closed ties.
Various measures of homophily that compare
3. The quotation by Granovetter (1995) sug
of respondentsto those of
characteristics
gests thatopen ties areweak when they con
can be used to
friendsand friends-of-friends
nect respondents to friends who have "a
test this prediction in an analysis of interac
substantial number of" friendswho are not
tions (McPherson,Smith-Lovin,and Cook
friendswith the respondent.We conceptual
2001). We suspect that interactions will be
ize all open ties as weak, including those
stronger formeasures of homophily that com
that link respondents to friends who have
to friends-of-friends
because
pare respondents
only one friendwho is not friendswith the
more variation
suchmeasures shouldexhibit
respondent. Even these ties are less insulat
tofriends
thanthosethatcomparerespondents
ing than closed ones and are capable of ac
(Fararo and Skvoretz 1987). Our own tests for
cessing information thatoriginates outside a
interactions
supportthissuspicion.Special at
respondent's group of friends.
tention should be paid to the conditioning ef
4. For gossip to produce diffusion, itneed not
fects of status homophily because, contrary to
have a ridiculing nature. A friend seeking
theliteratures
identification
theory,
differential
constructive advice from a respondent on
on the role of weak ties in status attainment
how to deal with a suicide attempt by a
(Granovetter 1995; Lin 1999) and the imitative
friend-of-a-friendmay be good-natured and
effects of celebrity suicides (Stack 1987; Tarde
still produce serious suicidal thoughts in the
(Glaser

1956)

can be used

to predict

that

1903) suggest thatfriendsand friends-of
friends
who havemore statusthanrespondents

will be more influential than those whose
tus is similar to thatof respondents.

sta

Sociological scholarshipon networksand

suicidal tendencies suggests that themere pres
ence of weak ties is disintegrating (Bearman
andMoody 2004); however, as these ties trans
mit information that is distal in social space,
theyalso simultaneously work to increase inte
gration (Granovetter 1973). Our results indi
cate that this countervailing boost to integra
tion is not always beneficial, as weak ties are
capable of spreading suicide-relevant informa
tion thatcan produce serious suicidal thoughts
in adolescents who are psychologically suscep

tibletosuicide.

NOTES
and
1. See Montgomery
1994)
(1992,
Granovetter (1995) for a discussion of the
value of structuralapproaches in this litera
ture (also see Faia 2000; Granovetter 1983;
Lin 1999; Lin, Ensel, and Vaughn 1981;
Weimann 1982, 1983).
2. Structural holes separate groups or cliques

respondent.

5. In a network autoregressive model where a
first-order

process

autoregressive

is the on

ly one present, the effect of friends-of
friendswill be insignificant once the effect
of friends is controlled. Should the effect for
friends-of-friends be significant in our
analysis, such a result would support the
presence

of a second-order

process

and

sug

gest thatopen or structurallyweak ties play
a role in the diffusion of suicidal thoughts.
6. The sample size is larger here, compared
to 2,654, because there is no requirement
that

respondents

have

a wave-two

sample

weight.
7. Hypothesized effects presented below hold
when school size and friendship density are
controlled. Density is the number of friend
ships divided by the number of possible
N, in each school.
friendships, (N x N)
8. Least-squares
equivalents of the models
presented below produce variance inflation
factors that are all smaller than four, indi
cating that serious multicollinearity is not
present among these predictors.
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Descriptive Statistics (N = 2,084)

A.

Mean

SD

Dependentvariable
Suicidal

thoughts in prior 12 months, wave

two (0 = No,

1 = Yes)

.101

involving suicide or social networks

Independent variables

Numberof friends-of-friends
who attempted
suicideinprior12months(0-8)
Numberof friends
who attempted
suicideinprior12months(0-4)
Family member

attempted suicide in prior 12 months

(0 = No,

.863
.206

1= Yes)

1 survey (0-44)
(0 = No,

thoughts in prior 12 months

.754

.132

(0 = Never, 6 = Every day or almost every day)

ever(0 = No, 1= Yes)
Homosexualattraction
inmeterssquared)(13.812-194.907)
Bodymass index(weightinkg/height
ever(0 = No, 1= Yes)
Forcedsexualintercourse
victimization
fights in prior 12 months

17.736

.284

1= Yes)

Riskfactors
Frequency
of getting
drunkorveryhighon alcohol inprior12months

Frequency of physical

.200

24.005

index(proportion
of two-step
relationsthatarenotdirect)(0-1)
Intransitivity
Suicidal

1.207
.474

.042

Numberof students
suicideintherespondent's
school
attempting
in the 12 months before thewave

.302

(0 = Never, 2 = More

.339

.661

1.252

.054
24.059
.040

.226
13.984
.196

than once)

.444

.711

1.457

1.127

2.019

.976

1.936

1.167

Catholic(0 = No, 1= Yes)
Lengthof residence(0-19 years)
Hoursworkedforpay ina typical
non-summer
week (0-100)
Hoursworkedforpay ina typicalsummer
week (0-99)

.335
7.790
7.237
14.536

.472
5.541
10.789
17.130

Othercharacteristics
of respondents
Female (0 = Male, 1= Female)
White race(0 = No, 1= Yes)
HispanicorLatinoethnicity
(0 = No, 1= Yes)
Age (12 to20 years)
Depression(feltdepressedinpriorweek)

.499
.597
.183
16.248
.544

.500
.491
.387
1.479
.764

1.811

.980

.238

.556

.249

.433

.761

.427

Potentialbarrierstodiffusion
Frequency
inactivesportsinpriorweek
ofparticipation
(0 = Not at all, 3 = Five or more

times)

(0 = Not at all, 3 = Five or more

times)

Frequency
of hangingoutwith friendsinpriorweek
Frequency
of churchattendanceinprior12months
(0 = Never, 3 = Once

a week or more)

(0 = Never or rarely, 3 = Most

or all of the time)

(0 = Never or rarely, 3 = Most

or all of the time)

(0 = Never or rarely, 3 = Most

or all of the time)

Self-esteem
(feltjustas good as otherpeople inpriorweek)
Failure(feltthatlifehadbeen a failureinpriorweek)
Gun easilyavailableinhome(0 = No, 1= Yes)
Characteristics
ofparentrespondent
Married (0 = No, 1= Yes)
Educational

attainment (reference category = less than high-school

High-schoolgraduateor equivalent(0 = No, 1= Yes)
Business,

trade, or vocational

school after high school (0 = No,

Some college(0= No, 1= Yes)
College graduateorpost-graduate
education(0 = No, 1= Yes)

Note: All measures
?n-scnooi survey.

Robert.
Agnew,
Strain Theory

Introduction
bury.

.316

.465

.086

.281

.226
.199

.418
.399
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